Keeping Well — Unit 4
Activities 2 & 3: Scenario Sheet 3

ACTION
Copy/print one for each student/small group.

SCENARIO 7:
Ben’s parents are divorced and don’t talk, but they have 50/50 custody of Ben and his younger sister, Kiah. Ben likes spending alternate weeks with each of them, and loves both parents heaps. However, they live in a small town and Ben’s dad can’t find any full-time work, so he wants to move to a larger town nearby. Ben’s mother has caught wind of this and called in the lawyers. Ben would like to move in with his dad and commute back to school, but knows that this will mean a confrontation with his mum.

SCENARIO 8:
Hunter has gone from super-excited to really despondent. Since she was a little girl, she’s been good with boats and boat engines – not surprising as her late father was mad keen on boats. Hunter didn’t do particularly well in secondary school, except in Manual Arts, where she proved to have real skill with tools. Hunter found a boat builder nearby and was super-excited three months ago when he said that he could offer her an apprenticeship. Hunter cancelled all her other plans and rejected other offers (including a full-time TAFE placement). However, just a fortnight from when her apprentice was due to start, the boat builder telephoned to say that he was sorry, but due to the downturn in the economy and the boat industry, he was no longer able to offer her the apprenticeship. Now, she has no idea what to do.